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Abstract. The growing reliance on cloud-based services has led to
increased focus on cloud security. Cloud providers must deal with concerns from customers about the overall security of their cloud infrastructures. In particular, an increasing number of cloud attacks target resource
allocation in cloud environments. For example, vulnerabilities in a hypervisor scheduler can be exploited by attackers to eﬀectively steal CPU
time from other benign guests on the same hypervisor. In this paper,
we present Scotch, a system for transparent and accurate resource consumption accounting in a hypervisor. By combining x86-based System
Management Mode with Intel Software Guard Extensions, we can ensure
the integrity of our accounting information, even when the hypervisor
has been compromised by an escaped malicious guest. We show that we
can account for resources at every task switch and I/O interrupt, giving us richly detailed resource consumption information for each guest
running on the hypervisor. We show that using our system incurs small
but manageable overhead—roughly 1 µs every task switch or I/O interrupt. We further discuss performance improvements that can be made
for our proposed system by performing accounting at random intervals.
Finally, we discuss the viability of this approach against multiple types
of cloud-based resource attacks.

1

Introduction

The growing ubiquity of Software- and Infrastructure-as-a-Service has led to
an increase in the cloud computing market. Spending on cloud computing
infrastructure is projected to reach $38 billion in 2016 [14]. At the same time, the
National Vulnerability Database shows that there are 226 security vulnerabilities in Xen, 99 vulnerabilities for VMWare ESX, and 98 vulnerabilities for KVM
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hypervisors [29]. As a result, there is additional concern over security breaches
in cloud environments [20,26].
Such vulnerabilities have already led to exploits related to the improper allocation of cloud resources. For instance, resource-freeing attacks [35] allow a malicious VM guest to take one resource from a victim VM (e.g., more CPU time).
Similarly, vulnerabilities in hypervisor schedulers have been documented [32,49].
Hypervisor vulnerabilities may permit a malicious customer to acquire cloud
resources for free or at the expense of a victim. As a result, there is a need for
cloud providers to guarantee levels of service and billing accountability to their
customers using their infrastructure [24].
Cloud providers make use of virtualization platforms such as the Xen hypervisor [18]. Resource allocation is performed by the hypervisor according to the
provider’s configuration corresponding to the customer’s service level. For example, a cloud provider might offer more CPU time to a customer that pays more
money—this policy would be enforced by the hypervisor’s scheduler. However,
malicious customers that exploit vulnerabilities in the hypervisor may be able
to evade this policy, obtaining more resources than would be dictated by their
service levels.
In this paper, we present Scotch (Securely Communicating Objective,
Transparent Cloud Health), a technique that leverages two x86 features to accurately account for resources consumed by virtual machines: System Management
Mode (SMM) and Software Guard eXtensions (SGX). SMM permits transparent access to CPU registers and memory in the underlying operating system,
hypervisor, and guests. SGX allows the creation of encrypted regions called
enclaves that isolate critical execution from a potentially-compromised hypervisor or operating system. We can use SMM to track the resources consumed
by each guest such that (1) potentially malicious guests are unaware, and (2)
we can detect previously undetected resource accounting attacks. While SMM
asynchronously measures resource usage, this information can be securely conveyed to an individual userspace enclave using SGX. This novel combination
of SMM and SGX enables a new method of accurately measuring and securely
communicating resource usage information in virtualized environments.
We evaluate a prototype of our technique based on the Xen hypervisor. We
show that our technique takes roughly 1 µs to check resource usage during each
context switch and interrupt. We also show how this fixed 1 µs cost can be
amortized across multiple context switches and interrupts by randomly choosing
intervals in which to check resource consumption. Next, we discuss the tradeoff between the quantity of a resource that can be stolen by a malicious guest
compared to the overhead our technique incurs. Finally, we discuss the types
of attacks for which Scotch is capable of providing accurate resource accounting information where other approaches cannot. We note that Scotch does not
automatically decide whether malicious activity is occurring; a direct comparative study against such techniques remains future work.
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We make the following contributions:
– A technique for accurately and transparently measuring system resources
consumed by guest VMs running under a hypervisor,
– A prototype implementation employing the proposed technique for Xen, and
– An experimental evaluation of the prototype measuring accuracy and overhead of the proposed technique.

2

Background

In this section, we discuss three topics relevant to our proposed technique. First,
we introduce System Management Mode, a special execution mode built into
x86-based CPUs that permits transparent, isolated execution. Second, we discuss
the Xen hypervisor and the types of vulnerabilities that could be leveraged by
a malicious customer to gain or otherwise misuse cloud resources. Third, we
introduce Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX), another set of instructions
that enable our approach.
2.1

System Management Mode

System Management Mode (SMM) is a CPU mode available in all x86 architecture. It is similar to Real and Protected Modes. Originally designed for facilitating power control, recent work has leveraged SMM for system introspection [28,43], debugging [45], and other security tasks [44,46]. In brief, the CPU
enters SMM upon a System Management Interrupt (SMI). While in SMM, the
CPU executes the System Management Handler (SMI Handler), a special segment of code loaded from the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) firmware into
System Management RAM (SMRAM), an isolated region of system memory [6].
Upon completing executing the SMI Handler, the CPU resumes execution in
Protected Mode.
We use SMM as a trusted execution environment for implementing our
resource accounting functions. SMM has been available on all x86 platforms
since the 386, so it is widely available for usage on commodity systems. In addition, the underlying operating system is essentially paused while the SMI handler
executes. This isolated execution provides transparency to the operating system.
We trust SMM for two main reasons: (1) SMRAM can be treated as secure storage because it is inaccessible by Protected and Real Modes, and (2) the SMI
handler requires only a small trusted code base because it is stored in the BIOS
and cannot be modified after booting when properly configured.
The SMI handler is stored as part of the BIOS. Typically, vendors ship SMI
handler code specific to their platforms. Upon powering the system, the BIOS
loads the SMI handler code into SMRAM before loading the operating system.
After loading the SMI handler, the BIOS prevents further modifications to the
SMI handler by locking down SMRAM. On Intel and AMD platforms, this is
implemented using a write-once model-specific register (MSR); upon setting a
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specific bit, no other changes can be made to SMRAM (or the associated MSR).
Thus, even if the hypervisor becomes completely compromised, the underlying
SMI handler performing our resource accounting task will remain intact. The
SMI handler is, by default, loaded into a 4 KB region of memory, called the
ASEG segment. We can alternatively load the SMI handler into another segment
of memory called TSEG to allocate more space, often as much as 8 MB.
Finally, as SMRAM is isolated in hardware (i.e., it cannot be mapped by the
MMU unless the CPU is in SMM), a hypothetical DMA attack would not be
able to corrupt resource accounting information stored in SMRAM.
2.2

Xen Credit Scheduler and Resource Accounting

Xen [18] is a widely-deployed open source hypervisor. Xen is responsible for multiplexing multiple independent guest virtual machines. In a cloud environment,
customers are given access to guest VMs with different configurations according
to how much they pay. For instance, a customer may pay more to the cloud
provider for a VM configured with more memory, disk space, or nominal CPU
time.
Xen uses the Xen Credit Scheduler [1] by default to manage CPU time. The
Credit scheduler allocates virtual credits to each Virtual CPU (VCPU) that
wants CPU time. Each VCPU can be given more or fewer credits depending on
the service level paid for. That is, the scheduler can distribute more credits to
one customer’s VCPU over another’s based on how much is billed for CPU time.
Every context switch, the scheduler decides which VCPU to run next based in
part on the number of credits that VCPU currently has. While there are other
schedulers Xen can be run with (Cherkasova et al. [13] provide a comparison),
the Credit scheduler is the most commonly deployed scheduler.
Critically, Xen runs a helper function (burn credits in the sched credit.c
file) at a regular interval that deducts credits from the currently executing
VCPU. In brief, this function approximates CPU usage over time by polling
the currently-executing context. Previous research [24,32,49] discussed in Sect. 7
has already explored vulnerabilities related to this approximation. If a malicious
guest knows about the interval at which burn credits is executed, the guest can
measure time precisely and yield the CPU before the credits are accounted for.
In doing so, a malicious attacker can potentially use CPU time without being
billed for it.
In addition, Xen maintains credit information (and other metadata) about
each guest in memory. Guests that escape the VM [15] could potentially alter
such data, yielding incorrect accounting (and later, billing) information. For
example, by deducting credits more rapidly from a benign victim guest, the victim’s apparent CPU consumption could be made to exceed its real consumption.
2.3

Software Guard eXtensions

Intel SGX is another new set of instructions that permits the creation of enclaves
in userspace [23]. These enclaves are encrypted regions of memory (code and
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data) that cannot be accessed from outside of the enclave context. SGX allows
computation to occur securely, even if the operating system or hypervisor is
malicious.
SGX is intended to secure local computation; I/O instructions are illegal
while inside an enclave. Instead, SGX-based applications must call out (via
OCALLs) to switch to untrusted OS code to execute I/O on behalf of the enclave.
SGX applications are therefore unable to monitor other activity happening on
the system (e.g., through shared memory or device I/O) securely. In this paper,
we use SMM to measure system-wide usage and then report this information to
the end user via an SGX enclave application.

3

Threat Model

In this section, we discuss three types of attacks against which Scotch is capable
of reliably accounting: (1) scheduler attacks, (2) resource interference attacks,
and (3) VM escape attacks. These attacks increase in terms of expressive power
and detriment against a hypervisor.
3.1

Scheduler Attacks

We consider an attacker capable of exploiting vulnerabilities in the hypervisor’s
scheduler to acquire system resources for the malicious VM at the expense of
a victim VM. This approach allows the attacker to prevent the victim from
accessing rightful resources and also allows the attacker to perform expensive
computations for free.
Figure 1a shows the non-attack scenario, a potential schedule of two benign
CPU-bound VMs competing for CPU time on one physical CPU. Both guests 1
and 2 are given equal time, and when the VMM assesses which VM to bill, each
guest is billed for its fair share of CPU time. However, as shown in the attack
scenario in Fig. 1b, a malicious guest could yield at precise times to avoid when
the VMM attempts to assess which guest is running. As a result, a malicious
VM could appear to never consume CPU time. Zhou et al. [49] showed that such
an attack can consume the vast majority of CPU time under proper conditions.
3.2

Resource Interference Attacks

Resource interference attacks work by exploiting VM multi-tenancy. That is,
all VM guests on a single hypervisor will have to share the underlying physical
resources at some point (e.g., there is only one system bus). A clever attacker VM
can execute precise, calculated workloads that could impact the performance of
other victim VMs or simply improve its own performance. For example, Resource
Freeing Attacks [35] work by forcing a victim VM to free up a resource for the
attacker to use. For example, the victim might be running a webserver, in which
case the attacker can flood requests to the victim, cause it to block on I/O, and
free up CPU time for the attacker. In this paper, we consider an attacker capable
of degrading victim guest performance in this manner.
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(a) Non-attack scenario.

(b) Attack scenario.

Fig. 1. Resource accounting scenario. A potential schedule of two benign VMs (denoted
1 and 2) with ideal CPU-bound workloads. The orange arrows represent when a VMM
would poll which guest is running as part of determining billing. The accounting information inferred is accurate over time. In (b), a malicious guest closely controls CPU
usage so that the benign guest (1) appears to use all of the CPU time. (Color ﬁgure
online)

3.3

VM Escape Attacks

Virtualization technologies, such as Xen, nominally isolate guest VMs from one
another. Indeed, with full hardware virtualization, each guest believes it has
control of an entire system. However, vulnerabilities inevitably find their way
into hypervisors that allow malicious guests to escape out of the virtualization
environment and execute arbitrary code within the hypervisor context [15,27].
Naturally, such attacks can have a devastating impact on cloud providers, potentially exposing private or valuable data to the attacker. In this paper, we consider
an attacker capable of escaping the guest context, and taking over the VMM.1
In this paper, we do not assume VM escape attacks that completely disable
the system. For instance, it is very possible that a VM escape attack could
compromise the hypervisor and stop executing all guests, or an attacker could
attempt to disable network communications in the SMI handler with the Remote
System. These sorts of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks can often be detected with
timeouts and are out of scope for this work. Instead, we consider escape attacks
where the attacker is capable of corrupting data structures related to resource
usage.

4

Architecture

The goal of the Scotch architecture is to provide accurate and transparent
resource accounting for cloud computing systems. This is done via resource
accounting code that measures resources consumed by each guest residing on
a hypervisor during every task switch and interrupt. We take advantage of hardware support to provide incorruptible accounting code and data storage as well
as tamper-proof event-based invocation.
1

We assume the attacker can gain ring 0 (i.e., kernel) privilege after escaping the
guest VM environment.
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Figure 2 illustrates our system architecture. We have two or more systems in
our approach. First, one or more Protected Systems run Virtual Machine Monitor
(VMM) software capable of hosting multiple benign or malicious VM guests.
Each Protected System reliably collects resource consumption information about
each guest, periodically reporting this information to an SGX enclave. The SGX
enclave stores all of the resource consumption information from the VMs on the
Protected System for further processing or analysis in a way that cannot be read
or tampered with by a malicious guest, operating system, or hypervisor. In our
implemented prototype of Scotch, we consider one Protected Machine with
one SGX enclave.
4.1

Resource Accounting Workflow

The Protected Machine described in Fig. 2 is responsible for collecting reliable
and tamper-resistant resource consumption information about each VM guest
whether it is malicious or benign. To accomplish this goal, we will discuss five
1 
5 in Fig. 2) taken by the Protected System to ensure the
steps (marked –
integrity of the resource accounting information.
1 the VMM is engaged by a VM guest through preemption or
In step ,
a hypercall to service an I/O request. Using hardware support (q.v. Sect. 5),
we capture all such events, and execute our custom resource accounting code
2 Note that the VM guest could be malicious or benign—we
(denoted step ).
make no distinction in our approach because we are simply computing accurate
and tamper-resistant resource accounting so that benign customers are eventually notified of the resources actually consumed.
2 invokes an SMI, causing our accounting
During a context switch, step 
code to run in the SMI handler. Using further hardware support, we can convert certain types of I/O and event interrupts into SMIs. For instance, when
a VM’s time quantum elapses, a timer raises an interrupt telling the VMM to
switch guests. In Scotch, we change such interrupts to invoke SMIs instead.
Invoking an SMI is critically important to the continued reliability of accounting
information provided by our system.
3 our accounting code records which VM guest will run next as
In step ,
well as the time elapsed since the last time our code executed (i.e., the last context switch event). This information is recorded in an isolated region of system
memory, inaccessible from the hypervisor (or guest) context. For I/O events, we
record information about what type of I/O is being done. For recording resource
consumption besides CPU time, capturing these I/O events allows us to reason
about whether a guest is consuming disk or network.
4 our accounting code finishes executing and transfers control back
In step ,
to the guest. We do not pass control back to the hypervisor because a compromised hypervisor may change the result of a task switch event (cf. time-ofcheck-to-time-of-use attacks). For example, during a context switch, the hypervisor scheduler will select a new guest to run. If one were to perform resource
accounting before the hypervisor finalizes the scheduling decision, a compromised
hypervisor could spoof which guest will run next, perform accounting, and then
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Fig. 2. High level overview of Scotch. The system contains one Protected System
running VMM software containing a number of benign and malicious guests. One
of the benign guests has an SGX enclave application running that receives accounting information from our tamper-resistant resource monitoring code. The annotations
1 
5 correspond to the order of events in an indicative workﬂow. We assume benign
–
guests are motivated to know their resource consumption.

run a different guest. Instead, in Scotch we invoke the resource accounting
code right before control would have been transferred to the guest. After our
accounting code completes, control flows directly to the correct guest.
5 represents a task that is completed occasionally. It is possible
Finally, step 
that a malicious guest that escapes to the hypervisor could corrupt data. In
particular, if such an attacker is trying to hide the resources they consume, they
might corrupt timers on the hypervisor that we use to measure the amount of
time each guest spends consuming a resource. In such cases, we could use the
2 to occasionally request time information from a
SMI handler code (Step )
trusted remote server (cf. Spectre [43]).
Cost of Accounting. Recall that our approach invokes SMIs to reliably execute our resource accounting code. The invocation of the SMI and the resource
accounting code itself both incur overhead on the hypervisor. This, in turn,
affects the performance of the guests on the system, even if no malicious guests
are running. For example, assuming a CPU-bound workload in which all guests
consume all of their allocated time quanta, adding our resource accounting code
essentially increases the amount of time taken to complete a context switch.
Thus, deploying Scotch means accepting an associated performance loss in
order to gain high accuracy, tamper-resistant resource accounting information.
As we discuss in Sect. 6, we also consider an alternative scenario to mitigate
performance impact by invoking our code at different intervals. Ideally, we would
invoke our accounting code on every possible task switch and I/O interrupt event.
However, we could instead elect to invoke our code every x such events, where
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x is some random interval from 1 to some maximum interval. Essentially, every
time an interrupt or task switch occurs, we flip a coin to decide whether to
invoke our resource accounting code. This requires adding such decision code
to the hypervisor, which could be noticed (or altered) by malicious, escaped
guests. However, we propose this approach as a means to significantly improve
performance on diverse workloads. This option allows a cloud provider to trade
off resource accounting granularity and overhead.

5

Implementation

In this section, we discuss how we implement our approach on a real system.
Recall there are five steps in our workflow from Fig. 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Capture interrupts and task switch events,
Redirect interrupts to invoke resource accounting code,
Compute resource usage impact of the current event,
Transfer CPU control to next guest, and
Relay accounting information into a trusted SGX enclave running within a
VM guest.

Capturing these interrupts depends on features from Intel’s Virtualization
(VT-x) extension. In particular, we use VT-x’s intercept capability, which allows
us to control what happens as a result of a diverse array of events that can
happen during execution, including task switching and interrupts. VT-x supports
intercepting other events such as when a guest executes certain instructions, but
we do not use this feature in Scotch. After intercepting task switches and I/O
interrupts, we execute our resource accounting code.
We use System Management Mode (SMM) to implement our resource
accounting code. We invoke a System Management Interrupt (SMI), which
causes the CPU to save its state and transfer control to the SMI handler. The
SMI handler is stored in the BIOS and loaded into the special SMRAM memory
region upon booting the system. SMRAM is only addressable by SMM, and so
any hypervisor or guest code running in Protected or Long Mode are not capable
of reading or writing our SMI handler code. We overwrite the SMI handler with
custom resource accounting code, which is then executed every time we assert
an SMI.
SMIs can be asserted in several ways according to the platform’s chipset.
For our prototype, we use the AMD 800 series chipset. This platform supports
invoking SMIs by writing to the legacy I/O port 0xb0 [5]. By executing outb
instructions, we can invoke SMIs. Alternatively, we can also write to offset 0x9b
of the SMI control register of the advanced configuration and power interface
(ACPI) MMIO configuration space.2 Writes to this address causes an SMI to
occur. Once an SMI is asserted, the CPU switches to SMM and begins executing
the SMI handler at a fixed offset. Finally, we can also assert SMIs by configuring
timing registers to deliver SMIs at configurable intervals.
2

On our platform, the speciﬁc physical address was 0xfed8029b.
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We wrote a custom SMI handler that locates the VM guests residing on the
system, identify which one was executing when the SMI occurred, and updates
resource account information about that guest. On x86 machines, the control
register CR3 contains a pointer to the physical location of the page directory
associated with a process—in Xen, the CR3 value can uniquely identify guests.
We maintain a map of CR3 register values to VM guest IDs. We can also compute the location of the Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS) of each
guest, which contains information about virtualized timers (and other information related to VM guest context). In our prototype, we have two guest VMs
executing on one physical core—this setup simplifies identifying which guest is
currently executing.
Recall that our SMI handler is invoked for one of two reasons: task switching
or interrupt servicing. During a task switch, the VMCS page contains a pointer
to the next guest that will run after the task switch completes. In other words, we
know which guest will run next but not the guest that just completed running.
Nonetheless, we can record current timestamp t1 using the rdtsc instruction.
Then, when the next task switch occurs, we can get another timestamp t2 , and
use the difference t2 − t1 to estimate the amount of CPU time consumed by
the guest that was previously executing. For interrupts, we can determine which
IRQ was involved using the VMCS, from which we can determine the device
that caused the interrupt. For our current prototype, we track the number of
interrupts and associated IRQs corresponding to each guest.
After our resource accounting SMI handler completes, it switches back to Protected Mode to resume normal execution. Executing an RSM instruction restores
the previous state and configuration registers. Ultimately, in our prototype, this
transfers control of the CPU to the next guest task to execute without any
space for the VMM to execute any instructions. Thus, even if the hypervisor is
compromised, it does not have an opportunity to change the results of a task
switch or interrupt event after we have completed our accounting code. This
approach allows a highly granular and accurate view of resource consumption of
each guest.
Next, we relay our accounting information to the SGX enclave, which stores
data for later analysis in an isolated space. We cannot use SGX-related instructions while in SMM [23]. Instead, we perform several steps to get the data into
the SGX enclave. First, we create a normal userspace stub program in the virtual machine guest containing the SGX enclave. This stub program contains a
page of memory for arbitrary data, and code to marshall that data into the
SGX enclave (via EENTER). We use the SMI handler to check the integrity of the
stub program to detect potential tampering. Next, we note the physical address
of this starting page, and the SMI handler writes its accounting data into that
location. We configure the SMI handler to transfer control to the stub code after
exiting SMM (by changing save state). The stub code (executing in Protected
Mode at ring 3) then places that data into the enclave. This approach allows us
confidence that the accounting data is securely relayed to user space.
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Finally, we implement a network card driver in the SMI handler to communicate with the Remote System for accurate, external timing information.
A similar approach was used in Spectre [43] and MalT [45]. We use symmetric key encryption with a key stored in SMRAM transmitted by the Remote
System as the BIOS is booting the Protected System. This ensures that the
key is stored securely before the Protected System has an opportunity to load
potentially-compromised hypervisor code.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Scotch. We present experimental results and discussion. We seek to answer the following research questions:
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4
RQ5

Can we perform accurate resource accounting during scheduler attacks?
What is the overhead of our accounting approach on benign workloads?
Can we accurately account resources during resource interference attacks?
Can we perform accurate resource accounting during VM escape attacks?
How do our CPU-based techniques apply to other resources?

6.1

Experimental Setup

Our experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7-7700HQ 2.8 GHz CPU with
32 GB of memory. We ran two identical Ubuntu 15.04 guests, each given 256 MB
of memory and 1CPU core. We recorded the physical memory addresses of each
guest’s Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS) to ease experimentation.
For ground truth data, we used Xen’s built-in instrumentation, xentrace [3].
Xentrace behaves similarly to perf in that it can monitor for certain events
and record resource usage. For some research questions, we developed our own
attacks to mimic the behavior of possible attacks that would occur in the wild.
Those implementations are detailed in the appropriate sections that follow.
6.2

RQ1: Scheduler Attack

Our first research question asks whether our system is capable of accurately
recording CPU time consumption when a malicious guest uses a scheduler attack
to steal CPU time. For this experiment, we have one malicious guest VM and
one victim guest VM competing for the same amount of CPU time on a physical
core. We wrote ten variants of the Xen credit scheduler, each of which gives the
malicious VM an increasing amount of CPU time by influencing credit allocation
in the scheduler. This is similar to the pseudo-attack implemented in [24], though
we effect changes in the credits assigned to each guest over time to achieve
changes in CPU time.
The ten scheduler variants are meant to represent varying degrees severity
of a given attack—during each accounting period, each variant will randomly
decide whether to deduct credits from the attacker VM, with variant n being
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4n% likely to skip credit deduction. That is, scheduler variant 10 is 40% likely
to skip the deduction of credits on the attacker VM. This means that, over time,
the attacker will have more credits and thus more time to get scheduled.
We ran several benchmark applications in both guests using each of the
ten scheduler variants: pi, gzip, and PARSEC [11]. Computing pi represents a
highly CPU-bound workload, while gzip on a large random file represents a more
mixed CPU and I/O-bound workload. The PARSEC benchmark suite has been
used previously in the area of cloud performance and economics [37,39]. Under
benign circumstances, each guest should get 50% of the CPU time regardless
of workload. When the attack variants are considered, an increasing amount of
CPU time should be allocated to the attacker.
Table 1. Ratio of attacker VM CPU time to guest VM CPU time.
Scheduler attack severity level
Benign 1
2
3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10

1.00

1.04 1.07 1.10 1.13 1.17 1.21 1.26 1.31 1.36 1.41

Ground truth 0.99

1.05 1.09 1.12 1.15 1.17 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.39

Scotch

Table 1 shows the results of this experiment. We ran each benchmark program for five minutes measuring the CPU time allocated. We report the ratio
between the attacker VM and victim VM CPU time for both Scotch and xentrace [3]. Furthermore, we average the results of all benchmarks. We note that,
under benign circumstances, Scotch and xentrace both report a ratio of 1.0.
However, as the attack becomes more severe, the attacker VM gets a higher ratio
of CPU time, again validated against xentrace. This pattern is consistent across
all workloads. Overall, Scotch performs accurate resource accounting even in
the face of severe scheduler attacks.
6.3

RQ2: Overhead

We note that executing our isolated SMI handler resource accounting code takes
additional time during each context switch and interrupt. Our SMI handler code
takes 2248 ± 69 cycles to execute. On our 2.8 GHz platform, that corresponds to
about 1 µs. However, acquiring granular resource accounting information means
this 1 µs cost must be incurred every context switch and every interrupt. In
contrast, a typical VM switch takes roughly 20,000 cycles, or roughly 7.1 µs.
Adding our resource accounting code thus increases context switching time 14%.
However, in purely CPU-bound workloads, Xen uses a 30 ms default quantum
per guest. Thus, the context switching time is amortized into the 30 ms runtime
per quantum. In other words, every 30 ms of useful work requires a total of
8.1 µs overhead in Scotch, compared to 7.1 µs overhead in default systems.
Thus, we can estimate the additional system overhead incurred by Scotch on
CPU-bound workloads with:
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|8.1 µs − 7.1 µs|
= 33 × 10−6 additional overhead
(30 ms + 7.1 µs)
That is, our system incurs an additional .0033% overhead by using our system. As I/O operations typically take much longer in comparison to CPU-bound
computation, this overhead reasonably approximates the worst-case overhead
incurred by Scotch.
However, for the complete picture, we must also consider more realistic mixed
CPU- and I/O-bound workload. Using gzip, we compressed a large randomlygenerated file for a total of 5 min. The file was twice the size of guest system
memory preclude caching the entire file and force operations to go all the way
to disk. We measured the amount of CPU time and the amount of time spent
servicing disk requests using our approach. In five minutes, there were 8070
context switches in which 214.59 s of CPU time were consumed. Thus, we can
estimate the amount of CPU time consumed after each context switch with:
214.59 s
= 26.6 ms,
8070 switches
which is reasonable (for reference, recall the standard quantum in Xen is 30 ms):
gzip would be spending some amount of time executing CPU-bound compression
code. Using the formula above, we get an additional overhead of 0.0038%.
In contrast, there were 1371 interrupts going to disk, which took a total
of 85.42 s. This corresponds to 62.3 ms per interrupt. Using a similar formula
above, we can estimate the additional overhead incurred on disk-bound interrupt
events. For interrupts, this additional overhead is 0.0016%. Both values represent
a significant improvement over existing SMM-based work [24]. While part of this
improvement is due to faster SMI-handler code, much of the overhead depends
on the underlying capability of the CPU to switch into SMM. Previous work has
found SMI handler code takes on the order of 10 µs [43,45]. That said, even with
a 100-fold increase in execution time of our SMI handler code, we still incur an
overhead below 1%.
Note that we can further improve performance using an interval-based approach. Instead of invoking our code on every task switch or I/O interrupt, we
can instead invoke our code after x such events, where x is a random number
between 1 and some maximum interval. This random interval approach prevents
transient resource attacks from going unnoticed because such attacks cannot
learn a pattern for our resource accounting invocation. Thus, in the long run,
such an approach maintains high accuracy with regard to resource accounting,
but features a lower overhead. That said, spreading out the interval does create
an opportunity for a sophisticated attacker to hide malicious activity; such an
attacker could risk a certain amount of detection (determined by the measurement interval) by attempting to steal resources and counting on not be measured
with our approach. Ultimately, the end user must decide the level of granularity
of resource accounting information they need in comparison to the amount of
overhead incurred by Scotch.
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RQ3: Resource Interference Attacks

We also consider accounting in the face of resource interference attacks [35].
Scotch is capable of maintaining accurate resource accounting information even
in the presence of such attacks. Because Scotch is invoked on every task switch
and I/O interrupt, we maintain an accurate picture of resource consumption by
construction. For example, as discussed in Sect. 3.2, a resource freeing attack
may work by causing a victim to block on I/O and thus free up CPU time for
the attacker—but they still involve standard task switching and I/O interrupts.
Thus, in such an attack, Scotch will accurately report that one guest is blocked
on I/O and that the other is using the CPU.
We note that resource interference attacks often rely on an attacker’s knowledge of a victim’s workload. We reiterate that Scotch does not detect or prevent such an attack per se (although an analyst may do so by inspecting the
resource accounting information). Instead, Scotch provides a guarantee about
the quality and accuracy of resource accounting information our system delivers,
even in the face of such attacks. This represents an improvement over previous
approaches [12,24], which neither detect nor prevent nor accurately account for
resource usage in the presence of such attacks.
6.5

RQ4: VM Escape Attacks

Next, we discuss the viability of using Scotch even when the hypervisor has
been compromised completely. Attacks such as Venom [15] or CloudBurst [27]
allow a malicious VM guest to exploit vulnerabilities in the underlying hypervisor
to escape the virtualized environment and execute arbitrary code in the hypervisor context. These are particularly dangerous attacks because they have the
potential to compromise all of the other VM guests on the hypervisor. Additionally, such attacks are capable of changing resource allocation arbitrarily, potentially influencing ultimate billing for benign customers. In such cases, Scotch
can provide accurate resource accounting information that can be used to provide
accurate billing for all customers.
Recall that our resource accounting code is stored in isolated SMRAM. Even
if an attacker is allowed ring 0 privilege in the underlying hypervisor, there is not
a way for such an attacker to either (1) change previously-collected accounting
information, or (2) change the accounting code itself. While ring 0 code could
influence configuration registers and invoke spurious SMIs, a cursory analysis of
the data transmitted to the Remote System would reveal such behavior. Additionally, such an attacker is not able to change SMM-related configuration registers because they are locked before the BIOS transfers control to the hypervisor.
However, malicious ring 0 code could alter kernel structures (Direct Kernel
Object Manipulation [30]) or sensitive registers to influence accounting information before it is seen by the SMI handler. An attacker could, for instance, write
the TSC register so that it appears a particular guest has consumed fewer cycles
than it actually has, leading to an accounting discrepancy. In such cases, we could
employ an instruction-level instrumentation approach similar to MalT [45] while
kernel code executes to detect TSC writes or other malicious DKOM activity.
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RQ5: Beyond CPU Time

RQ1 discusses experiments related to CPU time as a resource. However, Scotch
is also capable of accurately recording VM guests’ consumption of other system
resources as well. First, by invoking our code on every I/O interrupt as well as
every task switch, we have the opportunity to examine consumption of peripheral
devices (e.g., network and disk). As discussed in Sect. 5, VT-x allows us to gather
information about the cause of the interrupt via the VMCS. Second, we do
not give the hypervisor an opportunity to execute any code after the interrupt
occurs—instead, after our resource accounting code executes, we transfer control
to the next guest VM that was supposed to run after the interrupt completed.
In doing so, there is no opportunity for a compromised hypervisor to alter the
results of an interrupt to make it appear as though a different resource had been
consumed.
6.7

Threats to Validity

Scotch is a system meant to provide accurate resource accounting information
in the cloud so that end customers have greater assurance that they are billed correctly according to the resources they really consume. While we have conducted
experiments validating the high accuracy and low overhead of our approach, we
discuss some assumptions we have made in conducting this evaluation.
First, we did not experiment using a test in the wild. For example, we implemented a resource-based attack by directly modifying the scheduler’s behavior. We favored this approach because it admits controlled experimentation: it
allowed us to vary how much of the CPU time was being stolen. We believe this
represents different modalities of attackers with varying goals—some attackers
may wish to operate more stealthily for longer periods of time, while others
might operate more blatantly. We believe a controlled attack such as the one we
have created is reasonably indicative of a variety of attacker behavior. Similarly,
the benchmark workloads we evaluated on may not generalize. We attempted
to mitigate this threat by including both microbenchmarks (CPU-bound and
mixed) as well as the PARSEC [11] benchmarks which have been previously
used in the area of cloud performance.
Second, invoking SMIs may cause perturbations in the behavior of certain
caching mechanisms. For instance, the instruction cache might be cleared, and
different chipsets and CPUs may perform other tasks while switching to SMM.
Attacks abusing knowledge of this low-level detail have been documented [41,42].
In this paper, we assume that the hardware is trusted and that hardware-level
bugs that admit such attacks are out of scope.
Third, while DMA attacks would be unable to affect the integrity of data
stored in SMRAM or within the SGX enclave, there is a potential opportunity
for an attacker to compromise data while it is being marshalled into the enclave
from SMM. In Scotch, we configured the system to immediately transfer control
to the enclave entry code after resuming from SMM. Depending on the platform’s
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RSM implementation, there may be a small window to corrupt that marshalled
data.
Finally, modifying the SMI handler to enable Scotch requires some degree
of trust in the hardware vendor’s BIOS code. Several attacks against SMM and
related firmware have been discovered [17,25]; such attacks could compromise
the resilience of data collected by Scotch. We can mitigate such concerns by
using open source firmware where available, such as Coreboot [16] as used in
Spectre [43] and MalT [45]. This would allow evaluating the firmware before
deployment while trusting a restricted set of closed-source vendor code.
6.8

Evaluation Conclusions

Unlike previous approaches, Scotch was able to perform accurate resource
accounting in the face of scheduler attacks, producing results that were within
2% of the ground truth. Scotch increases the cost of each context switch by
14%, which corresponds to a .0033% overhead for CPU-bound workloads and a
.0016% overhead on more mixed workloads. This can be mitigated by accounting at random intervals, trading off granularity for overhead. By construction,
Scotch provides accurate accounting in the face of resource interference attacks,
since such attacks still use standard task switching and I/O interrupts. Scotch
also provides accurate accounting in the presence VM escape attacks, since even
the hypervisor cannot tamper with SMRAM or SMI handler code. In addition
to accurately measuring CPU time, techniques in Scotch can address resources
such as disk and network I/O that are processed through interrupts. Overall, Scotch provides transparent and accurate resource accounting for virtual
machine guests.

7

Related Work

In this section, we discuss four main areas of related work: (1) Resource accounting techniques that propose helping cloud providers guarantee a particular service level to their customers, (2) SMM-based system protection techniques, (3)
SGX-based system protection techniques, and (4) other multi-tenancy virtualization studies.
7.1

Resource Accounting

Chen et al. [12] propose Alibi, a system for verifiable resource accounting. It
places a reference monitor underneath the service provider’s software platforms
(i.e., nested virtualization). Jin et al. [24] propose another verifiable resource
accounting mechanism for CPU and memory allocation even when the hypervisor
is compromised. Similar to our system, their approach also uses SMM as a trusted
execution environment to account the resource usage. However, our system differs
from previous work in the following ways:
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1. By invoking our resource accounting code every context switch and interrupt, we can derive a granular resource usage report for each guest. This
allows a rapid identification of discrepancies in resource usage. By contrast,
Jin et al. employ a polling technique that requires running the analysis for
a long time before a conclusion can be made—if an attacker is trying to be
stealthy by stealing fewer resources, our approach can be used to more quickly
identify such behavior, possibly within a few context switches, depending on
the workload.
2. In addition, the manner in which our resource accounting code is invoked
guarantees that we do not miss transient events—other techniques that
employ polling for resource auditing may miss malicious guests that learn
their polling behavior. For instance, Wang et al. [38] provides a systematic
analysis of evasion attacks (i.e., transient attacks) for polling-based SMM systems. In such attacks, the adversary can circumvent the defense mechanisms
by studying their polling behavior. With Scotch, if a malicious guest wants
CPU time, control must transfer to it at some point, at which point our SMI
handler will be invoked.
However, this guarantee comes at the price of performance. As noted in
Sect. 6, our resource accounting code incurs an additional 1 µs per task switch
and I/O event. We can tune this depending on the end-user’s needs, instead
invoking our code on random intervals to amortize the 1 µs cost. Ultimately,
the 1 µs cost corresponds to a worst-case additional overhead of .0033%, which
may be low enough for most applications.
3. Scotch requires no nested virtualization and retains a small Trusted Code
Base (TCB) within SMM. In contrast, Alibi [12] incurs a higher overhead,
roughly 6% CPU and 700% I/O, much of which is due to nested virtualization.
Additionally, Alibi incorporates the KVM codebase, significantly increasing
the TCB.
4. Finally, Scotch is capable of reporting accurate accounting information in
the presence of a malicious guest capable of escaping the virtualization environment. An escaped guest might be able to change resource usage information recorded by the hypervisor (e.g., credits consumed in the Xen scheduler
to hide oddities in consumed CPU time). However, as we store this information in SMRAM, we can derive an accurate report of resource usage without
relying on data structures stored in the hypervisor.
In addition to works from academia, several industrial systems have been
introduced for resource accounting [4,31,36]. For instance, Amazon AWS provides a tool called CloudWatch [4], which is a monitoring service for AWS cloud
resources that provides system-wide visibility to resources consumed by cloud
applications.
7.2

SMM-Based Approaches

To the best of our knowledge, only Jin et al. [24] have proposed an SMM-based
cloud resource accounting technique. Their approach is called Hardware-Assisted
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Resource Accounting (HRA). This technique is limited by its dependency on
random polling. By sampling which VCPU (and therefore which VM guest) is
currently executing, HRA relies on a large sample size to approximate a sort of
Gantt chart of VM running time. Additionally, HRA relies on data structures
in the hypervisor to coarsely approximate memory consumption. In contrast, by
measuring resource consumption every context switch and interrupt, Scotch
can rapidly determine accurate resource consumption information.
Additionally, there are several other SMM-based systems that are not directly
used in securely reporting hypervisor resource consumption. These systems
instead focus on detecting malicious activity [43], hiding keystrokes from the
OS [44], and securing peripheral devices [46]. Furthermore, systems like HyperCheck [47] and HyperSentry [8] have been used to verify the integrity of a running hypervisor. Finally, MalT [45] proposed a transparent, remote debugging
framework for use in analyzing stealthy malware or attacks capable of escaping
a VM or rooting a system. Besides using SMM for defense, attackers use it for
malicious purposes like implementing stealthy rootkits [19,33]. For example, the
National Security Agency (NSA) uses SMM to build advanced rootkits such as
Deitybounce for Dell and Ironchef for HP Proliant servers [2].
7.3

SGX-Based Approaches

Previous SGX-based systems such as Haven [10] ported system libraries and a
library OS into an SGX enclave, which forms a large TCB. Arnautov et al. [7]
proposed SCONE, a secure container mechanism for Docker that uses SGX to
protect container processes from external attacks. Hunt et al. [21] developed
Ryoan, a SGX- based distributed sandbox that enables users to keep their data
secret in data-processing services. These two papers did not propose techniques
to reduce the attack surface of computation inside enclaves or reduce the performance overhead imposed by SGX paging. Schuster et al. [34] developed VC3, an
SGX-based trusted execution environment to execute MapReduce computation
in clouds.
7.4

Other VM Multi-tenancy Studies

Zhang et al. [48] presented a class of memory denial-of-Service attacks in multitenant cloud servers, showing that a malicious VM may cause significant performance degradation of the victim VM by causing contention in storage-based
and scheduling-based resources. Bates et al. [9] discussed using side-channel
attacks to recover private information about co-resident VM guests. Similarly,
Inci et al. [22] exploited side-channel information to acquire RSA keys from victim guests. Scotch does not address these sorts of attacks. We instead focus
on scenarios in which attackers actively attempt to consume more resources for
themselves at the expense of victim guests.
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Future Work

In Sect. 3, we discussed three classes of attacks where Scotch can provide accurate resource accounting information. However, we also discuss transplantation
attacks in which an escaped VM guest moves malicious code into a victim guest
so that the victim computes and accesses resources on behalf of the malicious
guest. Scotch and similar accounting systems are not currently capable helping detect such attacks or otherwise automatically deciding whether malicious
activity occurs. Even with perfectly accurate resource consumption information,
the victim VM in this case would appear as though it were consuming resources
as normal, and so the victim would end up being billed for work initiated by the
attacker. We believe that such attacks would require detecting either the escape
itself (i.e., detecting the vulnerability or exploit causing the guest to escape the
virtualized environment) or detecting disparities from the normal workload performed by the benign guest. In the future, we would like to incorporate such
detection into Scotch.
Additionally, we see Scotch as seeding the development of a general approach to securing interrupts and peripheral I/O. Currently, SGX does not support any form of secure communication outside the scope of the enclave. Existing work such as SGXIO [40] has investigated trusted I/O paths with peripheral
devices. Scotch can target a similar application—by interacting with peripheral devices in SMM, we have the opportunity to attest firmware on potentially
malicious devices, whereas SGXIO requires trusting a hypervisor containing a
driver. We intend to explore securing I/O using Scotch’s combination of SMM
and SGX.

9

Conclusion

The growing popularity of cloud-based virtualization services, coupled with the
increasing number of security vulnerabilities in hypervisors, presents a compelling need for accurate and transparent virtual machine resource accounting.
We introduce Scotch, an architecture that uses System Management Mode
on x86-based systems to carry out resource accounting and store information
in an isolated manner that cannot be tampered with by a compromised guest
or hypervisor. By accounting for resources at every task switch and I/O interrupt, our system is accurate in the presence of certain classes of attacks, such
as scheduler attacks and resource interference attacks, by construction. Scotch
produced results that were within 2% of the ground truth, while incurring a
.0016% overhead on indicative workloads. Because SMRAM is isolated, Scotch
can even provide accurate information in the face of VM escape attacks. Overall, Scotch provides transparent and accurate resource accounting for virtual
machine guests.
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